Sorcerer’s City: Empress Raven of the
Southern Empire, pays tribute to the
Kingdom of Elenium. Queen Charrette
accepts the tribute and says this tribute will
usher in an era of peace and understanding
between our two nations.
Altars of Ellina: The election was held a few
days ago and the new head of the Altars of
Ellina is Henry Picket of Tarrick, the two
Counselors are Idun of Brell, and Katann
(KATO) Aron of Tiara
Henry’s first decree is to proselytize. He
wants every regent to have 10 new members
by the end of next year.
Southern Aviron: Princess Aluin (Queen of
the Hells of Iron and leader of the Black
Sapphire Army) now moves south toward the
Kingdom of Silvermoor. She has only met
minor resistance from the surrounding
settlements. Several heroes and the elves of
Valley of the Telerie are going to
Silvermoor’s aid.
Elf Lands Empty? It looks as the whole
nation of elves is heading east. It seems the
rumors are true, the elf queen has gone mad.
Bravari: The most recent class of the Bravari
Leadership Academy has graduated one of its
own. Dieter of Storm-Mark Graduates the
academy with honors.
Gibra Sheen of Apple Cove, has been made
Raccoon’s Distillery a growing business.
She has some secret recipes that have been
bringing in large orders.
Scouts of Quitari, lead a revolt in Vivue.
There is no outcome and the government is
claiming they put down the revolt.
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The Band of the Boot has recovered the
Lamp of Honesty.
Katann (KATO) Aron: talks about
“Tyche's Blue Sphere”. He says it brings
good fortune to those that say its secret
word once each day.
Lord Uller of Coral Wood, is rumored to
be looking for a wife.
Rumors: Another rumor is circulating
about the Mirror of the Cat. The belief is it
improves Perception, changes your eyes to
cat like pupils. Helps with speed in
combat. Also gives better Vision.
Knights of Jha’Dur: The Knights are
hunting down a recent band of elves that
they believe has tampered with a holy site
of Andor.
Light Blue Flame: The bodies of this
adventuring group has been located and, it
seems they were killed by an aberrant
monster.
Marines: The Marines of Sivan have put
down another sea monster trying to enter
the harbors along the south coast of Aviron.
Hippogriff's Web Tavern: Boy this was
an awful experience from the start. The
staff was merely okay. Their Haggis was
awful, and their beer was watered down. *
Obit: A Young mother Leelayh Varicc,
dies mysteriously leaving 2 small children
homeless, clerics and authorities can't
explain it. She just dropped dead, right in
front of 20 people.
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